
HEARSAY 1

 The hearsay rule prohibits the proving of a fact by the use of evidence of what
someone said, prior to the court, about that fact.

 This statement belies a rule that, in despite of its reformation in the Uniform 
Evidence Act (UEA), remains technical and abstruse.

 Where the reliability of a particular item of hearsay evidence cannot be 
doubted, it ought to be admitted.

HEARSAY AND ORIGINAL EVIDENCE

 The rationale for the hearsay rule stems from the common law trial’s 
traditional approach to proof of facts, with the primary means of proving facts 
in the adversarial trial is by eyewitnesses giving their account of the facts from
memory under oath in the witness box which is called original evidence.

 Apart from real evidence that can be experienced directly from the jury, the 
eyewitnesses account of the events is the closest the jury will come to 
experiencing the event for themselves and is considered to be the best 
evidence due to,

- Events are being described by a person who has knowledge of them.
- Person, being in the witness box, has sworn or promised to tell the truth and 

is subject to the criminal offence of perjury, and
- Truthfulness or reliability of the witness’s evidence can be tested by cross 

examination, and by observing the witness’s manner in the witness box.

 Out-of-court statements, on the other hand, are neither given under oath, nor 
amenable to testing by cross-examination

- The rule against the admission of hearsay is fundamental. It is not the best 
evidence and it is not delivered upon oath. The truthfulness and accuracy of 
the person whose words are spoken to by another witness cannot be tested 
by cross examination, and the light which his demeanour would throw on his 
testimony is lost.



HEARSAY- THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE

S59 of Uniform Evidence Act

 Operating to exclude evidence that would otherwise be admissible (because it
has satisfied the threshold of “relevance”).

 Hearsay may or may not be admissible, depending on whether an exception 
to the exclusionary rule applies.

 The preliminary question is always whether the statement is hearsay or not.

      The two critical elements of hearsay are contained in   s59(1)

1. A previous representation made by a person

2. [that is relied on] to prove the existence of a fact that it can reasonably be 
supposed that the person intended to assert by the representation.

Only statements that satisfy both criteria are hearsay.

Our focus at this stage is on the question of what constitutes hearsay, rather than the
question of its admissibility.



Previous Representation Made By A Person
PREVIOUS REPRESENTATION (ELEMENT 1)

 Previous representation is defined in the Act Dictionary to mean 
“a representation made otherwise than in the course of giving evidence in the 
proceeding in which evidence of the representation is sought to be adduced.”

 In other words, it is a representation in the nature of an assertion that was 
made outside the witness box- often referred to in the common law as an “out-
of-court statement”.

EXPRESS OR WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS 

-

IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS

 An implied representation is an assertion which, although not explicitly stated, 
is implicit in what a person says. 

 Only implied representations that are intended assertions are potentially 
hearsay.

REPRESENTATIONS TO BE INFERRED FROM CONDUCT

 Definition includes representations inferred from conduct.
 Eg, a child remaining silent after his mother ask him if he broke the vase 

asserts his guilt.

REPRESENTATIONS NOT INTENDED TO BE COMMUNICATED

 Eg, Assertion made in a diary for no one to see it.

REPRESENTATIONS NOT COMMUNICATED

 Representations that are not in fact communicated (whether intentionally or 
not).

 An assertion in a letter has not yet been posted for example.

PREVIOUS REPRESENTATION MADE BY A PERSON

 Only representations that are made by persons may potentially be hearsay.

 For example, machine made representations cannot be hearsay.



PREVIOUS REPRESENTATION MADE BY A PERSON

 Assertions made by a human may be hearsay.

 There is no restriction regarding the identity of the person who made the 
previous representation. Even previous representations made by a witness 
who is himself/herself called to give evidence are subject to the hearsay rule. 
In other words, the hearsay rule applies not only to what a person asserted to 
a witness, but also to what the witness himself/herself asserted on a previous 
occasion (prior to giving evidence in the witness box).

TO PROVE A FACT THAT WAS INTENDED TO BE ASSERTED (ELEMENT 2)

 The second element of the definition in s 59(1) (to prove a fact that was 
intended to be asserted by the representation) is critical to the concept of 
hearsay. It is the feature that distinguishes “hearsay” from “original evidence”.

 If, by the court out-of-court statement, a person intends to assert some fact or 
other (eg that the traffic light was red), and if that out-of-court statement it 
being used in court to prove that fact (ie that the light was, in fact red), then 
that statement will be hearsay.

 Whether or not a representation is hearsay will depend on the use to which it 
is being put as evidence; and that will depend on the relevance of the 
representation in the proceeding. To determine this, we must consider how 
the evidence is being relied upon by the party who is seeking to adduce it. 
The advance will depend on the relevance of the representation to the party’s 
case.

In most cases, the relevance of the representation will be to prove the truth of 
what it asserts (a hearsay use). However, often what is relevant about a 
previous representation is not the truth of what it asserts, but simply the fact 
that it was said. This is a non-hearsay use of the representation.

REPRESENTATIONS WITH MULTIPLE RELEVANCE

 The distinction between hearsay and original evidence can be elusive at 
times, especially where representations are relevant for a number of 
purposes- both hearsay and non-hearsay.

IMPLIED HEARSAY AND THE INTENTION OF THE MAKER OF THE 
REPRESENTATION

 S59 refers to “previous representations [that are relied on] to prove the 
existence of a fact that it can reasonably be supposed that the person 
intended to assert by the representation”.



 This requirement of an intended assertion is an important point of difference 
between the UEA and the common law of hearsay. 

 Its purpose is to resolve a lack of clarity in the common law regarding the 
admissibility of implied hearsay. The solution adopted by the Act was to 
restrict the hearsay rule to implied assertions that are intended.

WHAT IS IMPLIED HEARSAY?

 Is simply a previous (implied) representation that is used for the purpose of 
proving the fact intended to be asserted by the (implied) representation. 

 In other words, if our reason for adducing evidence of the previous 
representation “my mother is feeling sick” is to prove what is implicit in that 
statement (that the person is the speakers mother), then it may be hearsay. 
However, it will only be hearsay if the speaker, in saying “My mother is feeling 
sick” intended thereby to assert that the person with her was her mother.

THE INTENTION REQUIREMENT AND EXPRESS REPRESENTATIONS

 The intention requirement in s59 was proposed by the ALRC for the purpose 
of resolving the admissibility of implied hearsay. 

 However, the requirement has significance even where the previous 
representation is an express one.

SUMMARY- IDENTIFYING HEARSAY EVIDENCE

 Questions asked on identifying whether evidence is hearsay or original 
evidence.

1.      Is the evidence a pervious representation in the nature of an assertion 
made by a person?

1.1 Was the representation made out of court (otherwise than in the course
of giving evidence)?
1.2 Was the representation made by a person?
1.3 Does the representation assert a fact (ie orally, in writing, expressly, 
impliedly or by conduct)?

2.      What is the purpose of the evidence (what fact is the party seeking to 
prove by it)? This is the same as asking what relevance has the 
representation in the case for the party who is seeking to use it?

2.1 Is it relevant to prove the fact asserted in it?
2.2 Was that fact intended to be asserted by the person who made the 

representation?



3.  If the answer to questions 1.1-2.2 is “YES”, then the evidence is hearsay. If 
the answer to any of these questions is “NO”, then the evidence is not 
hearsay.

EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE AGAINST HEARSAY

The ultimate admissibility of hearsay will depend on whether or not one of the 
exceptions applies to allow hearsay evidence to be admitted in spite of the 
exclusionary rule.

 There were numerous exceptions to the hearsay rule at common law. These 
developed ad hoc over a long period, allowing certain types of hearsay to be 
admitted where it was perceived to be necessary and sufficiently reliable.

 However, by the time of the discussions preceding the enactment of the 
Uniform Evidence Law, the view was that the exceptions to hearsay had 
become overly technical and in need of reform.

The UEAs lists the exceptions in the “Notes” to   s59.

The list indicates three broad types of exceptions to the hearsay rule.

1. Relates to evidence that is relevant for a non-hearsay purpose (S60)
2. First hand hearsay (s63-66A).
3. (Potentially) more remote forms of hearsay (s67-75).



SECTION 60- EVIDENCE THAT IS RELEVANT FOR A NON-HEARSAY PURPOSE

 S60 operates on a previous representation that has already been admitted 
(because it is not hearsay).

 To understand s 60 we must remember that a previous representation will 
often have dual relevance- ie it may be relevant for the purpose of proving the
fact asserted in it (a hearsay purpose) and also relevant for the purpose of 
proving the fact that the representation was made (a non-hearsay purpose).

 The effect of s 60(1) is that, if the representation is admitted for its non-
hearsay purpose, it may then also be used for any relevant hearsay purpose 
(to prove the fact asserted in it).

 To understand the significance of s60, we must look at common law, when a 
prior inconsistent statement, or any previous non-hearsay statement, was 
admitted into evidence, the judge would have to instruct the jury to use that 
statement only for the purpose that it was admitted.

 S60 will apply to evidence that has dual relevance hearsay relevance and 
non-hearsay relevance (prior consistent statements where they have been 
admitted for non-hearsay purposes and relevant for a hearsay purpose).

 Welsh v R: S60 refers to evidence of a statement made out of court which is 
admissible not in order to prove the truth of what was said but only to prove 
the fact that the statement was made. The effect of s60 is that, once the 
evidence is admitted for that purpose, it now becomes evidence which does 
not establish the truth of what was said.

 S60 will also apply to evidence forming the basis of an expert’s opinion. 
Previous representations that form part of the material on which an expert 
bases their opinion are not hearsay, because the purpose of adducing them is
to prove that they were made and relied upon, not to prove the truth of what 



they assert. Once admitted for that purpose, s60 will allow them to be used as
evidence of what they assert (non hearsay purpose).

SECTION 60 AND THE DISCRETION TO LIMIT THE USE OF EVIDENCE

 S136 is of particular interest in cases in which s60 applies. It allows a judge to
limit the use of evidence if a particular use might be unfairly prejudicial to a 
party or be misleading or confusing. 

 The section may be used to reverse the effect of s60 by limiting the use of a 
previous representation to the non-hearsay use for which it was admitted.

 S136 has been used, eg where a party has been unable to cross examine the
person who made the representation and where an expert has based their 
opinion on assumptions, rather than assertions. 

 Papakosmas v R: s136 should be used as a general rule to limit the use of 
sexual assault complaint evidence to its non-hearsay purpose.

SECTIONS 60, REMOTE HEARSAY AND ADMISSIONS

 S62 defines first-hand hearsay as a previous representation that was made by
a person with personal knowledge of the fact asserted.

 Lee v R: Gave rise to confusion about whether s60 applied to admit remote 
hearsay and to admissions. The addition of s60(2) clarified the matter, making
it clear that the section is intended to allow remote hearsay to be admitted if 
the previous representations have been admitted for a non-hearsay purpose.

 S60 does allow the admission of second hand hearsay, but it does not 
operate to permit admissions (confessions) to be proved (either by first-hand 
or more remote hearsay).


